We used an agarose gel with equal molarity bands of 1804, 1254, 638, 543, 404, and 172 base pairs to measure the fragment sizes of the starting sheared genomic DNA. Then, we estimated a peak size distribution from the agarose image gel based on the following procedure:
1. Background correction. Regions that do not contribute to the marker bands and the sheared genomic DNA are considered as background pixels. The image is background adjusted by subtracting the 90th percentile of the background intensities from the pixel intensities.
Resulting negative intensities are set to 0.
2. For each marker band, the background adjusted total intensity was calculated by integrating the adjusted intensities over the marker area.
3. Modeling the distance within the agarose gel as a linear function of the log of the fragment size, we obtained intensities corresponding to equal molar amounts of different length of DNA. In the next step, this information was utilized for normalizing intensities of the sheared DNA region.
4. Intensities from the sheared DNA region were computed and background corrected. These intensities were then scaled with the intensity-length curve obtained above, thereby generating the proportion of various fragment sizes in the sheared DNA sample.
These steps are illustrated in Figure 1 . The fragment size distribution in starting sheared genomic DNA estimated using the above procedures was converted to a probability distribution for the peak size by using the formula w = (Q + d)/(c + d), where Q is the fragment size, d (= 10 bps) is the average distance between adjacent probes and c (= 25) is the length of the probes [1] . 
Checking the model assumptions of TileHGMM
In order to accommodate the typical small sample sizes in ChIP-on-chip studies, we use a hierarchical gamma mixture model (HGMM) that allows each probe to have its own occupancy measure distribution by borrowing information across probes. Two main assumptions of our model are the Gamma distribution for occupancy measures and constant coefficient of variation (e.g., constant ratio of standard deviation to the mean at different occupancy levels). The accuracy of the results from the model fit relies on how well these assumptions are satisfied.
We have observed that for TRF1, BRF and control hybridizations these assumptions are overall satisfied with some exceptions at the low intensity probes. Representative examples of the diagnostic plots are provided in Figures 2 and 3 . We refer to [2] for further details.
Another assumption employed by TileHGMM is one peak at most within a genomic region. With many tRNAs clustered together, this assumption is obviously violated for the dataset under study. However, we found that (both in several simulated data and also in TRF1/BRF ChIP-on-chip data) violation of this assumption does not prohibit TileHGMM from discovering these regions. In fact, a greater percentage of the regions identified as bound by TRF1 and/or BRF included several tRNA or snoRNA clusters. When there are more than one peak within a genomic region, TileHGMM automatically identifies the peak with the best posterior odds. Once we identified bound genomic regions, we computed posterior odds within a sliding window of peak size and reported non-overlapping segments with a posterior odds ratio greater than the mean posterior odds ratio of the identified peaks as additional peaks. This achieved the resolving of multiple peaks within a genomic region unless the peaks were right next to each other without any unbound probes in between. Currently available peak finding methods ( [3] , [1] ) typically merge peaks that are within close proximity of each other (e.g., 500 base pairs) and thus do not have the statistical capability to distinguish peaks with no unbound probes in between.
Figure 2: Hierarchical gamma mixture model diagnostic of TRF1 ChIP-on-chip data: checking the constant coefficient of variation assumption. Top panel: Plotted is the coefficient of variation versus sample mean across 2 replicates for each probe on the chip. Horizontal red line is the corresponding lowess fit. This flat line indicates that the coefficient of variation assumption is overall satisfied. Data points to the left of the vertical dashed green line are points for which this assumption might be violated. Bottom left panel: Zooming into the left of the dashed green line. These groups represent very low intensity signal probes. Bottom right panel: Zooming into the right of the dashed green line. The horizontal line is again the lowess fit but only using the data points shown in the plot. This shows that ignoring the very low signal data points, constant coefficient of variation assumption is satisfied well. Figure 3 : Hierarchical gamma mixture model diagnostic for TRF1 ChIP-on-chip data: gamma quantile-quantile plot. For various mean levels, quantiles of the fitted gamma distribution versus empirical quantiles of the IP-enriched hybridization data across probes with that mean level were plotted. The quantile plots lie roughly on the 45 degree line indicating that there is not any apparent evidence against the gamma observation component assumption.
Variable peak size (VP) fit
Although using a fixed peak size succeeds in identifying high quality bound regions, variable peak size fitting might capture additional sites. Figure 4 displays data for two regions corresponding to tRNAs (CR31197, CR31506) that weren't identified by the fixed peak size fit at the utilized posterior probability threshold but were identified with higher ranks using the variable peak fitting. Figure 4: TileHGMM transforms noisy intensity observations into a probability of occupancy. The above two regions (CR31197 (top left), CR31506 (top right)) were reported as a TRF1 binding site using the variable peak size model. Bottom panels display the posterior probability for a potential start site for each probe in the corresponding genomic regions.
tRNAs that weren't identified by TileHGMM
Among the 20 tRNAs that were not identified as bound by TRF1, two of them corresponded to regions that are not tiled on the array, six of them are identifiable with a less stringent threshold on the posterior probabilities and twelve of them did not show any significant intensity differences between ChIP and control hybridizations ( Figure 5 displays TRF1 data and Figure 6 displays BRF data for these tRNA regions). Likewise, of the 7 tRNAs that were not identified as bound by BRF, two corresponded to regions not tiled on the array, three were identifiable at a lower posterior probability threshold and two did not show any fold enrichment. (Figure 7 displays BRF data and Figure 8 displays TRF1 data for these tRNA regions). Figure 5: Log ratio of TRF1-IP enriched and control hybridizations for tRNAs that were not identified by the TRF1 ChIP-on-chip data analysis. Red vertical dashed lines mark the tRNA gene boundaries and "prob" refers to the posterior probability of occupancy for the whole region. Figure 6: Log ratio of BRF-IP enriched and control hybridizations for tRNAs that were not identified by the TRF1 ChIP-on-chip data analysis. Red vertical dashed lines mark the tRNA gene boundaries and "prob" refers to the posterior probability of occupancy for the whole region. Figure 8: Log ratio of TRF1 IP enriched and control hybridizations for tRNAs that were not identified by the TRF1 ChIP-on-chip data analysis. Red vertical dashed lines mark the tRNA gene boundaries and "prob" refers to the posterior probability of occupancy for the whole region.
Primer sequences:
Vector construction 7SL RNA-fd#1; CGCCCAGTTGATTTGACACCC 7SL RNA-rv#1: GGAAGTGTCGATTCGAAAGGC snoRNA:314-fd#1: CGTACGAGTATTCCACAGATGCC snoRNA:314:rv#1: GCACCATTTGTAGCCGTCGAC snoRNA:644-fd#1: CAACAGATTGGCACCCATCTTGG snoRNA:644-rv#1: GATTCGTGTCGAATACATGCTGTG CR30206-fd: GTTCCTTGCTGCCTGCCTG CR30206-rv: GTGCTTTCGTCGTCAGGATCTC 
